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UCRDC Launches Oral History Video Interviews Online 

 

The Ukrainian Canadian Research and Documentation Centre (UCRDC), in its Oral History 

archives, holds over 1000 audio and video interviews on various Ukrainian and Ukrainian 

Canadian historical subjects. The digitization of audio interviews was begun two years ago but 

last summer, the UCRDC began digitizing its video archives, most of which were done years ago 

and exist in VHS format. Digitization not only preserves the material (VHS and audio cassettes 

do not have a long shelf-life), but also allows the UCRDC to make available to researchers, 

students and the public the interesting and unique material collected.  

 

“This is the only large collection of Ukrainian oral history testimonies in the diaspora, and it is 

vital that this material be preserved and shared,” said UCRDC Head Archivist Iroida 

Wynnyckyj. Digitization is a costly procedure, both in terms of equipment and man-hours – the 

UCRDC is grateful for the financial support it has received from: Ukrainian Credit Union, 

Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Culture Museums and Technology Fund,  Taras Shevchenko 

Foundation, Buduchnist Credit Union, and the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies. 

  

The first video digitization project covers the participation of Ukrainian Canadians in the 

Canadian Armed Forces during World War II. Over 35,000 Canadians of Ukrainian descent 

served in the Canadian military. Representing some 10 % of the Ukrainian Canadian population, 

they constituted the largest group of non-British, non-French servicemen and women. 

 

The UCRDC has such 28 interviews, which were done in 1989-1991. They cover questions such 

as: reasons for joining the armed forces; efforts to maintain ‘Ukrainianess’ while overseas; 

discrimination (or absence of) against Ukrainians in the armed forces; relationship with 

Ukrainian displaced persons and the repatriation issue; and, finally, the veterans’ views on the 

consequences of Ukrainian participation in the war effort for the status of Ukrainians in 



Canadian society. Excerpts of video interviews with General Joseph Romanow, Peter Smylski, 

William Kereliuk, Michael Lucyk and Ann Chraplywa-Smith are now available on the UCRDC 

website, www.ucrdc.org. On the home page, click on “Oral History.” 

 

As the UCRDC continues with the digitization of their video archives, excerpts of other groups 

of interviews, covering various themes, will be available online and the full interviews can be 

accessed at the UCRDC by interested persons. Some of the groups whose video interviews will 

be available are: Ukrainians who assisted, hid or rescued their Jewish neighbors during WWII; 

veterans of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA); veterans of the Galicia Division (Divizia 

Halychyna); Dutch officers who were assisted in their escape from German captivity by the 

UPA; Ostarbeiters – Ukrainians who were taken to Germany as forced labor during WWII.  

 

The digital video oral history collection is an invaluable resource for researchers, scholars, 

students, and the public at large. The UCRDC can be contacted at 416-966-1819, 620 Spadina 

Ave, Toronto, ON, M5S 2H4 or info@ucrdc.org.  

 

PHOTO CAPTION: Ukrainian Canadian Servicemens’ Association, Christimas Dinner, London, 

England, 1944.  


